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Opponent’s Report: 

Jan Doleček, “Morality and Responsibility in the “Non-Irish” Works of Martin 

McDonagh,” BA thesis 

 

Choice of Topic: 

The subject area of this thesis is an apt one for a BA project. The decision to focus on the ‘non-

Irish’ work strategically bypasses the Irish questions now so exhaustively debated. 

 

Thesis statement / aims and objectives: 

The aims and scope of the thesis are clearly established at the outset. As mentioned in the 

abstract, McDonagh’s treatment of “diverse ethical issues such as responsibility, justice, 

violence, racial prejudice, redemption and other themes,” is definitely a rewarding territory of 

investigation. The central hypothesis that McDonagh’s work tends towards moral relativism 

and refuses to adopt a fixed position on the issues listed above, is one that is explored relatively 

well throughout the thesis as a whole. 

 

Structure and development: 

The thesis is neatly structured around two body chapters – one devoted to plays, the other to 

films. There is a solid symmetry in the focus on three plays and three films, and the subheadings 

are nicely inventive. The project opens well with an engaging acknowledgement of the 

importance of the audience as a partner in the making of the works’ meanings. The first chapter 

also builds a debate-worthy contrast between the Irish and non-Irish works that sees an 

escalation of moral / ethical challenge and ambivalence in the latter. The range and variance of 

moral / ethical themes in the selected work is wisely acknowledged followed by some attempt 

to pin down what is meant by ethics and morality. This is admittedly a vast and complex terrain, 

but the project briefly uses just two sources David B. Wong Moral Relativity and James 

Kellenberg Moral Relativism, Moral Diversity, & Human Relationship, along with Stanford 

Encyclopedia of Philosophy to map the matter of relativism. Kellenberg serves well to 

distinguish between collective and individual relativisms. I would certainly agree with the claim 

that McDonagh in interested in forms of individual moral relativism, the question remains how 

seriously and for what outcomes. However, neither of these two conceptual book sources play 

an overt role in the analysis in chapters 2 and 3, which seems like a missed opportunity. Given 

that both Wong and Kellenberg use the term moral relativity / relativism, not ethical relativism, 

what is the difference between morality and ethics? Can these be used interchangeably?  

The thesis treads a careful path avoiding the attribution of (potentially unverifiable) 

beliefs or intentions to McDonagh, instead focusing on how moral dilemmas are expressed 
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through characters, often characters whose values are deeply suspect. This is a productive 

strategy, but it somewhat sidesteps the issues connected to authorial provocation – McDonagh 

certainly enjoys and even indulges in forms of provocation and it is useful to interrogate what 

is embedded in or achieved by provocation, what types of audiences provocation(s) anticipate? 

Particularly productive is the reference to John Morreall’s Comic Relief – A Comprehensive 

Philosophy of Humor and Moreall’s suggestion that humour’s effects might include 

irresponsibility, blocking compassion and promoting prejudice. It would have been interesting 

to have explored these possibilities further in relation to the plays and films and to have 

addressed these potentials perhaps in the receptions of the works.  

Chapter 2 on the plays offers a strong assessment of The Pillowman with good points on 

the generic nature of the setting that directs the reader and audience to consider the more general 

or abstract matters of ethics. Pages 17 and 18 use Lonergan’s analysis of the play and the code 

of conduct concerning authorial responsibility. This perhaps it might have been a good place to 

consider what McDonagh is doing in terms of the dominant modes of British drama (as political, 

as engaged) and perhaps to recognise that Katurian’s rejection of political responsibility is itself 

an aesthetic and value charged position. Clearly McDonagh does not allow a simple space for 

dis/engagement here. The section on A Behanding in Spokane suggests that the setting is 

inconsequential to the story – yet, in considering the racial discourse of the play, this seems 

somewhat debatable. The interpretation of A Behanding in Spokane through the lens of moral 

responsibility feels rather tenuous and far less developed than the previous section. As 

acknowledged through Lonergan, the play is a chain of provocations, but the question remains, 

to what end? As stated via Jordan on page 28 the play could be seen to expose systemic racism, 

but it could also be said to revel in it. This section concludes with the assertion that “This play 

indeed offers many perspectives on prejudice, which is exposed through comedy and absurd 

dialogue of the play’s characters: in itself an interesting way to discuss such an important ethical 

issue” (p.28). However, the analysis here fails to seize the difficulties presented by a white, 

male author’s remobilisation of racist caricatures or indeed the ethical issues the play generates. 

Chapter 3 mines the thematic possibilities of morality in three films. In Bruges is 

productively discussed, following Lonergan, in terms of three forms of moral code: “honour 

among thieves”, religion and political correctness. There is some apt analysis of the meanings 

of setting here and quite a thorough discussion of the film that maps the characters differing 

moral codes. Returning to Wong and / or Kellenberg, it would be interesting to consider the 

nature of moral relativism here, and where it leads the viewer. With Seven Psychopaths, 

although the dominant conundrum – is it moral or is it aesthetic? – about violence is noted, the 

section struggles with the superficiality and exaggeration of its treatment throughout the film. 

Finally, parts of the section on Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri read more like a film 

review than an exploration of the key themes, although it settles into a detailed tour through the 
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plot and characters. Generally, the chapter on the films seems more descriptive and less polished 

than the chapter on the plays. 

 

Research: 

Research for the project is strong and shows initiative. The only omission that is striking is that 

more of Eamonn Jordan’s work is not present – especially since he’s written two books on 

McDonagh by now, including in 2019 Justice in the Plays and Films of Martin McDonagh. 

 

Use of sources: 

The use of secondary sources is clear and stylistically well framed. Research materials have 

been cited appropriately throughout.  

 

Stylistics and language: 

Generally, expression is clear and generally articulate. There are some minor grammar errors, 

particularly with apostrophes and possessives. 

 

Format: 

Footnotes and bibliography are well formatted. The chapters and chapter sections should have 

been numbered. The conclusion is not listed as a numbered chapter.  

 

 

I would propose to grade the work “VERY GOOD” 2, depending on the supervisor’s report and 

the result of the defence. 
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Doc. Clare Wallace, PhD 

 


